What SPF is:

SPF is an email authentication protocol that checks which IP addresses are authorized to send mail on behalf of the originating domain.

What SPF does:

- Domain owners use SPF to publish a list of IP addresses and domains from which authorized email can be sent.
- Receiving servers check the IP address of the sending server against the published list of addresses authorized by the domain being authenticated.
- If the IP address is included in the authorized list, the result is “SPF pass.” If the sending server is not authorized, the verification query returned is “SPF fail.” The verification query can also return a range of results, from “neutral” to “soft fail.”

What SPF does not do:

- SPF does not attest to the authenticity or quality of the message’s content and does not ensure that the message is “good” or “legitimate.”
- As SPF uses the IP address of a directly connected server, “SPF pass” does not survive simple relaying or re-posting through mailing list distribution or alumni-address forwarding.
- “SPF fail” does not equate to malicious or bad activity, because a variety of benign reasons can cause an SPF failure.
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